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S.No Description Amount

1101
Failure to abide by the required temperature during the processing of
meat and meat products.

1000

1102 0

1103Failure to provide a spark-proof filter over the grilling area. 300

1104Preparation of food outside the premises or in an unauthorized area. 500

1105Using unauthorized tools in the preparation and processing of food. 400

1106Packaging and distribution of water of other companies. 500

1107Failure to provide sinks with designating boards. 100

1108Failure to use allowable packaging materials. 200

1109Tampering with product label. 0

1110Display, selling or storing of pork. 10000

1111Display, selling or storing of expired food. 1000

1112Mixing spoilt food products with other products. 500

1113Display of banned food. 1000

1114Display, selling or storing od malt beverage. 10000

1115
Failure to have a contract with a municipality approved best control

company.
500

1116
Failure to cooperate with best control company or not abiding by its

instructions.
500

1117Finding insects in the prepared food. 500

1118Contamination of food because of pest control operations 500
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1155Promoting goods not included in the promotional or sampling campaign. 500

1156Failure to adhere to the period of the promotional campaign 500

1157
Failure to present the original permit of the promotional or sampling
campaign

500

1158Using the work site as residence. 300

1159Failure to adhere to the activities as described in the permit 500

1160dispose of seized food items (at minimum) 300

1161Practicing business activity in unauthorized place 500

1162Driver fled with the truck at the time of inspection. 5000

1163Failure to deliver required samples to the lab at the prescribed time. 500

1164Selling fish in unauthorized areas 500

1165Display fish for sale without cooling. 500

1166Dumping fish waste and other wastes into the sea. 500

1167Failure to abide by the close time of the market 500

1168Failure to adhere to the area designated by Sharjah City Municipality. 500

1169Displaying cars for sale in the parking zone 500

1170being rude to customers 100

1171Displaying fish for sale in unauthorized areas. 300

1172Throwing ship wastes on the sea quay 300

1173
Violating the ban on fishing small fish for the second time (warning given

in the first time).
500

1174Violating the ban on fishing of small fish for the third time 1000

11751 kg – 100 kg 200

1176101 kg – 1000 kg 10000

1177Above 1000 kg 30000

11781 kg – 100 kg 200

1179101 kg – 1000 kg 10000

1180Above 1000 kg 60000

1181Others (for violations and fines stipulated by the senior management. 0

1182
Invalidity of food samples (fine stipulated by the management and

included in the lab revenues).
0

1501
Failure to provide or present a valid occupational health card (for each

worker).
500

1502
Failure to provide or present anti-hepatitis vaccination cards (for each

worker).
500

1503Lack of general cleanliness of the place. 1000

1504Devices and tools are not properly cleaned. 500

1505Workers' lack of personal hygiene (for each worker). 500

1507Lack of cleanliness of the site's outer environment. 500

1508Failure to provide proper waste containers. 250

1509Failure to provide proper lighting and ventilation for the site. 500

1510No maintenance for walls, ceilings and floors. 500

1511
Failure to provide or maintain the various tools and devices required by
the business.

500

1512Failure to provide or maintain water filters. 300

1513Failure to provide or maintain sanitary piping. 300

1514Failure to maintain or connect the washing basins. 300

1515Failure to provide or maintain insect traps and barriers. 300
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